Dear Friend,

Hunters in Branch and Hillsdale Counties help maintain the wildlife we enjoy. The state’s abundant natural resources make it one of the main destinations for hunters. Outdoor sporting in Michigan attracts roughly 750,000 hunters annually, which brings in an estimated $1.3 billion more per year for Michigan’s economy.

We are always looking for ways to help the next generation of youth engage in hunting and fishing activities in Michigan.

This fall, use this mailer to help spark an interest in the next generation by sharing the hunting schedule with them. We hope it’s a helpful resource for your family.

Happy hunting,

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
ERIC LEUTHEUSER
(517) 373-1794 • EricLeutheuser@house.mi.gov • www.RepEricLeutheuser.com
Early Antlerless Firearm (Limited-License)
Sept. 22 – 23
Refer to the Antlerless Deer Digest for detailed information on deer management units, applying for a license and rules/regulations.

Liberty Hunt* (Youth & Hunters with Disabilities Hunt)
Sept. 22 – 23

Archery*
Oct. 1 – Nov. 14
Dec. 1, 2018 – Jan. 1, 2019

Independence Hunt* (Hunters with Disabilities Hunt)
Oct. 18 – 21

Regular Firearm*
Nov. 15 – 30

Muzzleloading*
Zones 1 & 2: Dec. 7 – 16
Zone 3: Dec. 7 – 23

Late Antlerless Firearm (Limited-License)
Dec. 17, 2018 – Jan. 1, 2019
Refer to the Antlerless Deer Digest for detailed information on deer management units, applying for a license and rules/regulations.

INTERACTIVE HUNTING MAPS
www.mi.gov/mihunt
The MI-HUNT application gives you access to interactive hunting, trapping and outdoor recreation maps.

Pure Michigan Hunt
You could win a prize package containing licenses for elk, bear, spring and fall turkey, antlerless deer and first pick at a Managed Waterfowl Hunt Area. Learn more at www.mi.gov/pmh

*It is highly recommended that the Michigan Hunting Digest, or other species-specific hunting digests, be consulted for a more complete list of dates and regulations regarding each hunt period. www.mi.gov/dnrdigests
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